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Introduction
The central Pyrenees, the mountain range spanning from the
Atlantic to the Mediterranean, is the steepest, wildest and
most spectacular part of this land mass. Its highest peaks, its
deepest valleys and its glaciers, together with a great variety
of habitats hardly altered by human activity, have become
the refuge of a great number of animal and plant species.
Sobrarbe, one of the boroughs of the province of Huesca,
spreads over 2,202 square kilometres in the Central
Pyrenees and pre-Pyrenean ranges and includes the River
Ara basin and the River Cinca headwaters and its tributaries.
Cave paintings, dolmens and other findings show us that
this land was populated in the Neolithic age. The Romans
arrived many centuries later, then the Visigoths and later
still the Moslems, who were expelled in the 10th century.
There were hard times for the people of Sobrarbe although
in the 16th century there was a period of prosperity. The 20th
century brought about great improvements (investments,
road networks) and great disasters (Civil War, eservoirs,
depopulation…).
Around 7,500 people live in Sobrarbe, most of whom work
either inagriculture or in the service sector. They live in a
privileged area ofgreat beauty. Sobrarbe aims at sustainable
development according to the parameters of the Local
Agenda 21.
This guide is an invitation to walk through this area and learn
about its history, its villages, its landscape and its people.
Just a few clues will lead you to enjoy many of Sobrarbe’s
beauty spots. In this way you can get to know this area
better. This guide helps you realize how
much there is to discover in Sobrarbe.
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Sobrarbe, UNESCO recognized heritage
World Heritage in Sobrarbe

Pyrenees-Monte Perdido, is a trans-frontier territory listed by UNESCO
World Heritage that extends from the French communities of Aragnouet,
Gédre and Gavarnie to the Sobrarbe parishes of Torla, Fanlo, TellaSin, Puértolas, Bielsa and Broto. It is as well known for its extraordinary
geological features : deep canyons, circuses, glacial valleys and numerous
caves, as it is for its biological diversity with numerous species of flora and
fauna. The area also boasts a rich cultural tradition based on alpine ways
of life rarely seen in Europe nowadays. www.pirineosmonteperdido.es
The Cave paintings of the North West Mediterranean and Iberian
peninsular (ARAMPI) is a collection of mural paintings from around the
east of Spain including more than 20 caves in Sobrarbe with examples of
schematic cave paintings located in Bárcabo, Aínsa-Sobrarbe, Fanlo and
Tella-Sin. www.turismosobrarbe.com/patrimoniomundial
Summer solstice Fire festivals. La Falleta, which is celebrated in San Juan
de Plan, has been declared a festival of Cultural Heritage for Humanity. On the
night of the Solstice, the locals process down from «La Planeta La Falla» with
flaming torches on a winding path to the village, where they throw them into a
great bonfire.

Sobrarbe-Pirineos Unesco Global Geopark
The Sobrarbe region is characterized by exceptional geological heritage with more than 100 places of geological interest, making it qualify for
membership of the UNESCO World Geo-Park under the name SobrarbePirineos.
Sobrarbe is a treasure trove of history, telling us of its past a journey in time
across more than 550 million years. It is very easy to discover the important and outstanding geological heritage in Sobrarbe: first visit the Geopark
Space in Aínsa and then travel to the 13 places of special interest on the
Roadside Geology Route, choose the geology routes for walkers and/or
mountain-bikers that you find most appealing and are suited to your capabilities, follow the Geo-mining Trail in Parzán, visit the Lamata Palaeontology
Museum or climb the via ferrata of the impressive El Sorrosal Waterfall.
They say that all that’s missing in Sobrarbe is the sea, and it’s true: there is
no sea now, but there used to be!

The Ordesa-Viñamala Biosphere Reserve
“Ordesa-Viñamala” has been part of the UNESCO World Network of
Biosphere Reserves since 1977 and covers some localities of Sobrarbe
(Bielsa, Broto, Fanlo, Puértolas, Tella-Sin and Torla ) and Alto Gállego.
It’s one of the best examples there is,of Pyrenean mountain eco-systems,
in particular the natural systems related to erosion and glacier formation.
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Sobrarbe, European Council recognized heritage
Cultural European Itineraries in
Sobrarbe

The “Caminos de Santiago”. There is
an extensive European network of routes
and foot-paths leading to Santiago de
Compostela. This pilgrim tradition has,
since medieval time, played an important
symbolic role in the building of Europe.

Camino de Santiago de Compostela
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Pre-historic cave painting routes.
This itinerary includes settlements with
Paleolithic and post-paleolithic cave
paintings situated in different parts of
Europe. The area with most pre-historic
examples is in the south of Sobrarbe,
around the River Véro, within the River
Véro Cultural Park.
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The European Magalithic Culture Route.
This route not only runs through Sobrarbe,
but parts of Denmark, England, Germany,
Holland and Sweden. The itinerary
focuses on the important role played by
Megalithic culture in the history of Europe
and encourages visitors and tourists
to discover key European megalithic
monuments. You can visit various different
settlements with Dolmens, Stone circles
and burial mounds.
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Various options are open for Pilgrims
wanting to join the Camino de Santiago
in Sobrarbe; from France, over one of
four mountain passes, from Ribagorza or
from Torreciudad, to then join up with the
French or River Ebro sections. There are
many ways to do the Camino de Santiago,
passing through stunning landscapes
with the chance to stop and admire rich
architectural heritage along the way or
enjoy the silence of nature over 300 kmts of
signed routes in Sobrarbe.
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Protected Areas
National Park of Ordesa and Monte Perdido
This Park, included in the World Heritage of Pyrenees-Monte Perdido and
which forms part of the Ordesa-Viñemala Biosphere Reserve is in the historic borough of Sobrarbe. The park is crowned by Monte Perdido (3,355
metres high), the highest limestone mass in Europe. The park surface covers 15,608 acres divided into fi ve distinct areas –four valleys and a high
mountain area–.
Ordesa Valley You can reach the valley from the road from Torla. Glaciers
shaped the valley which is cut through by the waters of the Arazas, a tributary of the River Ara.
Añisclo Canyon You can get there from the road from Escalona and Sarvisé. The River Bellós, a tributary of the Cinca, is wedged in the valley.
Escuaín Gorges Reach the area by road from Escalona and Tella. The upper part of the valley is shaped by the River Yaga, a tributary of the Cinca,
which fl ows through the Escuaín Gorge.

nature
More than 50% of Sobrarbe’s
territory is protected by law,
which highlights this area’s
extraordinary natural resources
together with the good conditions of many of its habitats.
Sobrarbe’s mountains were the
origin of the most developed
Pyrenean glaciers, considered
Natural Monuments.

Pineta Valley Follow the roads starting in Bielsa. The valley has been shaped by the River Cinca’s headwaters. The Cinca is one of the most important rivers in Aragón, together with the River Ebro.
Monte Perdido As this spot can only be reached on foot it is ideal for mountain lovers. This is a very mountainous area, bordering France. Monte
Perdido’s peak (3,355 m) is the third highest mountain in the Pyrenees. There are other well-known peaks such as Soum de Ramond (3,253 m), Cilindro
(3,328 m), Gabietos (3,034 m), Taillón (3,144 m) or Marboré (3,248 m).
Interpretation Center of the National Park and Casa Oliván Sensorial
Centre in Torla. Tel. 974 243 361 www.rednaturaldearagon.com

Posets-Maladeta Natural Park
Declared as a Park in 1994, its 33,267 acres have the highest number of
3,000 high peaks, mountain lakes and the remains of glaciers in all the Pyrenees. Mount Aneto (3,404 m) crowns the Park. More than 70% of the Park is
over 1,800 metres high. As well as the northeast of Chistau Valley this park
includes the upper part of Ribagorza, Chistau’s neighbouring borough.
Interpretation Center of the Posets-Maladeta Natural Park in San Juan
de Plan. www.rednaturaldearagon.com

Sierra and Canyons of Guara Natural Park
Sierra de Guara is the highest central part of the pre-Pyrenean ranges. It
has a great number of water canyons, rock cliffs and caves. In addition to
being declared Natural Park in 1990, it has been declared an Important
Bird Area (IBA) for being one of the last refuges for different sized birds
such as the Lammergeier, vultures and Golden Eagles. The northeast part
of the Park belongs to Sobrarbe.
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The old kingdom of Sobrarbe,
which eventually became a part of
the kingdom of Aragón, included,
among others, the south part now
known as Sobrarbe. This is why
it is also called “Biello Sobrarbe”
(Old Sobrarbe). Its paths lead
you to the Sierra and Canyons of
Guara Natural Park.
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The remains of a fortified tower,
dating from the 11th century, with a
pentagonal ground plan, can be found
in Arcusa. The most outstanding
buildings of the village were built in
the 16th century: Juste House, which
has a fortified tower and oratory;
Solano House, with its beautiful
mullioned window and the church.
“La Capilleta” dolmen can be found
very near the Paúles de Sarsa road,
next to San Isidro hermitage, built in
the 17th century. Its popular paintings
were added in the 19th century.
Remains from the Visigoth period and
cave paintings have been found in
several caves near the village.

Guaso

Sta. María de Buil

Paúles de Sarsa

Santa María de Buil consists of 15
hamlets which contain magnificent
examples of traditional architecture
belonging to the 16th and 17th
centuries. We can find the remains
of a fortress or small castle at the top
of Buil hill. We can visit Saint Mary’s
and Saint Martin’s churches, the
latter dating from the 11th century and
declared Building of Cultural Interest
(BCI). Saint Martin Church has three
aisles and three apses.

Sta Maria sanctuary

Biello
Sobrarbe

Guaso, situated at the top of a hill,
is the ideal viewpoint point to see the
low part of the River Ara banks. Its
church dates from the 12th century.
Next to the church there is a weather
temple open to the four winds from
which the priest blessed the fields and
drove away storms. Pallás House has
elaborate spans, a circular fortified
tower and a private chapel.

Poppy fields
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The sanctuary of Santa María de la
Nuez (16th century) is a traditional
meeting point in the area because
it is where the people of the thirteen
surrounding villages go on pilgrimage.

Olsón church

Eripol

The church of Sarsa de Surta and its
Romanesque tower were built in the 16th
century. The village has four quarters
whose common reference point is the
church. Just by the river there is an area
of ethnological interest known as Pedro
Buil’s Mill, with a tiled roof and bee hives
nearby.
There is a magnificent 16th century
church in Olsón, known as Sobrarbe’s
cathedral. It has been declared a
Building of Cultural
Interest. It has a graceful tower,
polygonal apse and a beautiful
Renaissance altarpiece.

Cave paintings

Eripol’s church, built in the 16th century,
is at the of top the village. The village’s
steep streets are lined by beautiful
houses crowned by superb chimneys.
You can enjoy wonderful views of the
area from La Unión square.
The houses in Lecina are in keeping
with traditional architecture. Both the
façade of Sampietro House and the
tower of Carruesco House (Building of
Cultural
Interest ) are outstanding. You must visit
the impressive thousand year old oak
which spreads over 600 square metres.
The cave paintings near Lecina are well
worth visiting.
Did you know...
that the place name of Sobrarbe could
come from the expression “Sobre-Arbe”
which refers to the range that separates
the borough of Sobrarbe from the
borough of Somontano?

Sampietro House (Lecina)
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This is one of the ways onto the Camino
de Santiago in Sobrarbe from the
neighbouring French valley of Gavarnie.
As well as the medieval bridge you can
still see the remains of the old church and
the pilgrim’s hospice.
The magnificent valley of Ordesa is
included in the National Park of Ordesa
and Monte Perdido and in the Word
Heritage site “Pirineos-Monte Perdido”.

San Nicolás Bridge (Bujaruelo)

Tozal del Mallo (Ordesa)

Ara
Valley

Mount Vignemale or Comachibosa is
3,298 metres high. It crowns the upper
end of the Bujaruelo valley, a magnificent
valley that is nearly 20 kilometres long.
The valley is covered by leafy beech and
fir-tree woods, large meadows and lakes.

The River Ara source is at the foot
of Mount Vignemale, flowing
freely until it meets the River
Cinca in Aínsa. This river is the
longest in the Pyrenees, going
through the Bujaruelo valley, and
the countryside of Torla, Broto,
Fiscal and Boltaña.

The bridge over the River Sorrosal is a
wonderful vantage point overlooking the
River Ara banks.

Shepherd’s hut by
the River Ara

Fragen is a magnificent historic site
with excellent examples of traditional
architecture (a house, a bridge, a water
spring and drinking trough, coats of arms)
and a 13th century church.

Torla

Although most of Torla’s centre was
rebuilt after the Civil War, its buildings are
in the area’s traditional architectural style.
Outstanding features include the beautiful
17th century Salvador church, the old
rectory (now an ethnology museum) and
several chapels.

The church of Linas de Broto was built
in the 16th century and has been declared
a Cultural Interest Site. Its graceful
tower displays battlements and crenels.
Cotefablo tunnel is only a few kilometres
away from Linás de Broto to connect the
boroughs of Sobrarbe and Alto Gállego.
Linás de Broto
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The most unusual building in Broto is “The Prison”,
has been declared a Cultural Interest Site, which
is a 16th century tower overlooking the Medieval
bridge over the River Ara. The bridge was blown
up in the Civil War. You can still see the prisoners’
drawings on the walls made from the 16th century
to the 20 century . The Sorrosal waterfall, just a
few metres from the village centre, is worth visiting.
In Oto there is an attractive group of traditional
houses with beautiful windows and doorways
above which coats of arms can be seen. There
are also various mansions. Don Jorge House,
with its defence tower from the 15 th century or
16th century, declared a Cultural Interest Site, is of
special mention.
Sorrosal waterfall (Broto)
The only weather temple in the area is by
the church of Asín de Broto, built in the
16th century. The church has a fortified
tower with battlements and crenels and a
linteled doorway.

Forcos ravine (barranco)

Window in Boltaña

Boltaña and the River Ara
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You can visit the hermitage of Jesus
Nazareno in Fiscal as well sd the Costa
Tower (Cultural Interest Site). You can also
admire the church and the 13th century
Romanesque doorway of Jánovas’s
church, which was taken to Fiscal to save it
from the threat of being sunk by the planned
reservoir. The Beating Mill of Lacort is well
worth visiting.
You can admire Boltaña’s traditional
architecture in the old quarter with beautiful
houses like Núñez House as well as the
majestic church of San Pedro (16th century)
which has the finely carved pews from the
monastery of San Victorián made in the
same century. Boltaña is crowned by what
remains of its 11th century castle.
Did you know...
From the Ara valley you can reach
Sobrepuerto; a vast, silent territory made
up of around 10 villages, amongst them
Bergua, Otal, Basarán and Escartín
which were buzzing with life until 50
years ago.

Cueva waterfall
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Vió
Valley

Vió is an excellent vantage point
because it is situated in the upper part
of the valley. As well as being the name
of the valley, Vió is a hamlet consisting
of traditional buildings. It’s beautiful 12th
century Romanesque church will catch
your eye. It used to house a collection
of 13th century Romanesque paintings;
today you’ll find accurate copies of
them.
Nearby is Buerba with its traditional
chimneys Village life takes place in its
square where you can admire the huge
ash tree known for its healing power to
cure cattle. Villagers used to dance “El
Cascabillo” around the tree.

Vió valley with Peña Montañesa in the background

Fanlo

The village of Nerin is the starting point
for many excursions, the 12th century
San Andres church and the 13th century
ruins of the Santa Maria chapel are
worth a visit.
Fanlo boasts several magnificent
monuments including several houses
of Nobility, two of which have been
declared properties of Cultural Interest.

Yeba

In the Gothic church of the village we
can see a polychrome altarpiece from
the 17th century.

The Vió valley is bathed by the
Rivers Aso, Yesa and Bellós and
most of its land belongs to the
National Park of Ordesa and
Monte Perdido.
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Yeba is a beautiful and graceful hamlet.
Its traditional houses –with tiled roofs–
have orchards. Yeba’s church (16th
century) has four chapels and an
impressive tower with battlements.

A lucky charm in
Sobrarbe: a wild
boar’s hoof hung
on the main door
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kground

You can reach La Solana from Vió valley
through Yeba. La Solana is on the left side
of the River Ara and shows the sad but
clear consequences of the depopulation
process undergone especially in Aragón
and in many other Spanish rural areas
during the second half of the 20th century.

San Felices (La Solana)

Traditional chimney

People left La Solana due to the lack
of basic infrastructures, a subsistencebased economy dependent on farming
and agriculture against the attractive
work offers found in developing cities.
The final blow was brought about by
the Jánovas’ Reservoir project which
would have flooded the best land while
expropriating people from their properties
in all the villages affected by the project.

Tiled roof

There are more than a dozen villages
(Giral, Burgasé, Campol, Sasé, Cajol
or Castellar) in the depopulated Solana
valley. They can only be reached
by tracks. Here there are numerous
charming spots such as the spring at the
Baño de Burgasé, the 13th and 18th century
churches, water troughs, washing baths,
old mills or “esconjuraderos” (monuments
for casting weather charms) like the one
at Burgasé.
One of the most interesting geological
sites in Sobrarbe is the canyon near
Jánovas which consists of characteristic
layers and vertical folds which go from
the river to the top of the mountain.
Did you know...
that the last family to leave Jánovas
resisted on its own until 1984, three
decades after the expropriations?

The Squire’s House (Fanlo)
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Javierre’s church (13th century) is
devoted to Saint Eulalia. You can see
its altarpiece and several 15th century
icons.
The Bielsa-Aragnouet tunnel, opened
in 1976, connects Sobrarbe with
France via the A-138 route and with
the nearby ski slopes of Piau.
El Puerto Viejo was traditionally a
pass used by people crossing the
Pyrenees on foot. Nowadays it’s a
way onto the Camino de Santiago
from France.

The source of the River Cinca is
the glacier of Monte Perdido. The
river flows through the valleys
of Pineta and Bielsa past the
Devotas canyon until it reaches
the lands of Tella-Sin, Puértolas
and Laspuña from where it flows
on to flatter and hotter areas.
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You can visit the Pyrenean Electricity
Museum in Lafortunada. The church
in Badaín dates back to the 12th
century although it was altered and
enlarged in the 16th century.

Badaín

Valley

Tella Hermitages

Cinca

Pineta (Bielsa)

Tella’s Dolmen

High

One of Bielsa’s most prosperous
periods was the 16th century because
of its iron mines, known and sought
after all over Spain. The parish church
and the Town Hall belong to that
period although both had to be rebuilt
after the Civil War. The impressive
Town Hall façade, declared a
Cultural Interest Site, is one of
the few examples of Renaissance
architecture in the area. The Bielsa
Museum exhibits the celebration of
its traditional carnival and Civil War
images of “La Bolsa de Bielsa”, a
group of antifascist soldiers.

There is a lovely walk which will take
you to the Romanesque hermitages in
Tella, a tourist circuit which is rounded
off by the Visitors’ Centre and to the
interpretation centers of the Bear of
the Caverns and the Witchcraft.
Escalona, Laspuña and Punta LLerga
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Doorknob in Bestué

You can gain access to Añisclo and
Escuaín valleys, included in the National
Park of Ordesa and Monte Perdido and
in the Word Heritage site “PirineosMonte Perdido” through Escalona.

“Fajetas” in Bestué

Escuaín

The most outstanding buildings in
Puértolas are “The prison” (15th century
tower Cultural Interest Site), and San
Vicente church the 16th century. There is
a wonderful view of the southern ranges
from the Cinca Valley.
The small village of Bestué sits in a
beautifully neat landscape and displays
samples of traditional architecture of
which the 16th century Anton Barrau
House, declared a Cultural
Interest Site and San Pedro church are
good examples.
Escuaín is at the foot of Castillo Mayor’s
steep and breathtaking rock faces. There
are several viewpoints overlooking the
River Yaga gorge just a few metres from
the village, a great spot for viewing birdlife, particularly the Lammergeier.
The fiesta de las “nabatas” takes
place in May as a commemoration of the
Navateros from villages like Laspuña,
Escalona, Puyarruego y Belsierre
among others, who for centuries used
the river to transport timber.
In Laspuña is the Luis Pallaruelo
Museum and the EcoMuseum.

“Nabatas” descent

Don’t miss La Fuensanta, the place
where San Victorián is said to have
made a fountain spring up. Later, the
hermitage and the hermit’s house were
constructed.
Did you know...
that the iron gates of El Escorial were
made with iron from Bielsa’s mines?

Pineta valley

La Fuensanta
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Saint Victorián Monastery

Cinca
Valley

There are striking buildings in the hamlets
spread out at the foot of Peña Montañesa,
examples of traditional architecture such
as Arrendador House, declared a Cultural
Interest Site, in Araguás or Betato
House in Torrelisa.

Torrelisa

Low

The Monastery of Saint Victorián, Cultural
Interest Site , the oldest in Spain, is
found in the municipality of El Pueyo de
Araguás. The limestone rock faces of
Peña Montañesa protect this monastery
which was the cultural, economic
and spiritual centre of Sobrarbe for a
centuries.

The landscape here is dotted with
churches and chapels, several of which
are Romanesque.

The River Cinca flows abundantly
through Labuerda without the
rush of its mountain waterfalls. In
Aínsa, the river’s main tributary,
the River Ara, flows out into the
Mediano and El Grado reservoirs.

The old quarter of Aínsa, declared These
three construction are Cultural Interest
Site, well deserves a visit. The visitor will
feel as if time has stopped while walking
round its castle (11th-16th centuries),
its main arcaded square, each porch
being different or visiting Santa Maria
Romanesque church (12th century) with
its beautiful cloister. Strolling along the
cobbled streets, you can feel the passage
of history in this medieval town. You can
also visit the Cruz Cubierta shrine and
admire a column inside which represents
a tree and the cross of Sobrarbe, symbols
of the borough appearing in the Aragón
coat of arms.

Cross between Torrelisa and El Pueyo

San Vicente de Labuerda

The Renaissance church in Labuerda
is outstanding. From there you can
discover San Vicente de Labuerda,
the Romanesque church, an important
Romanesque example which has a
magnificent 15th century Gothic altarpiece.
The church is next to a weather temple.
The superb tower of Casa Buil is in the
village. These three construction are
Cultural Interest Site

Main square in Aínsa
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Ligüerre de Cinca

Morillo de Tou and Ligüerre de Cinca
were expropriated and abandoned after
the reservoirs of Mediano and El Grado
were built in the second half of the
20th century. Both villages were rebuilt
thanks to the initiative of the two biggest
trade unions in Spain transforming the
ruins of Morillo de Tou and Ligüerre de
Cinca into two modern holiday resorts,
respectively. “El Palacio” in Ligüerre
is an outstanding 16th century fortified
house, declared a Cultural Interest Site.
The tower has many battlements.

Morillo de Tou
Samitier castle

The tower of La Asunción church (16th
century) in Coscojuela de Sobrarbe is
the highest tower in Sobrarbe. The cross
of Sobrarbe is engraved in the linteled
doorway of the church. Coscojuela
has several typical Pyrenean vaulted
streets.

r

View from Samitie

Perched at the top of a hill, both the
11th century castle and church of
Saint Emeterio and Saint Celedonio
of Samitier are the vantage points
from which you can enjoy the most
breathtaking views of all Sobrarbe
and the Entremon ravine. San Vicente
tower (16th century) is Samitier’s most
prominent feature.
Abizanda’s impressive defence tower
(Cultural Interest Site) is of Moslem origin
but it was rebuilt in 1023 in Lombard
style. You can enjoy a wonderful view
from its platform. The museum of Beliefs
and Popular Religiousness of the High
Pyrenees is in the abbey of La Asunción
church (16th century).
Did you know...
that Coronas House in El Pueyo
de Araguás is the oldest house in
Sobrarbe dating back to 1519?

Abizanda church
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Peña Montañesa, Aínsa, River Cinca and River Ara
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Chistau
Valley

Plan, Gistaín and San Juan de Plan

The highest village in Sobrarbe is
1,422 metres high: Gistaín (Chistén).
There are three towers in the village
centre. Two are defence towers and
belong to 16th and 17th nobles’ houses
and are declared a Cultural Interest
Site; The third tower belongs to San
Vicente church (16th century).
From the viewpoint of the “Cruz
de Puyadase” you can enjoy an
exceptional the views of the Cinqueta
banks and the Cotiella range.

Gistaín

Hospital de Gistaín is a meeting
point for pilgrims coming from France,
having crossed over the Pyrenees at
either one of the passes of Urdiceto or
Pez on their way to Compostela.
Es Plans and Viadós, surrounded
by fields and typical red slate roofed
shepherds’ huts, is the most beautiful
part of the valley. The track through
the forest leading you there winds
alongside the Cinqueta, and passes
through some stunning landscapes.
Along the way you can visit the
restored saw-mill.

The Cinqueta is one of the River
Cinca’s important tributaries. Its
headwaters are at the foot of the
Posets Range, and flow through
all the valley. Part of the Natural
Park of Posets is in the rugged
Chistau valley, where “Chistabín”,
an old dialect, is still used.

San Juan de Plan

To visit the Ethnological Museum in
San Juan de Plan (San Chuan de
Plan) you walk up one of its steep
streets.

Fields in Piedra Blanca

Puen Pecadors (Sinners’ Bridge)
is very near the road winding up
to Gistaín. The bridge crosses an
impressive ravine which is 50 metres
deep. According to tradition, criminals
and smugglers used to be thrown off
the bridge down into the void.

Saravillo
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Plan

Plan has preserved its typical
Pyrenean flavour. The Renaissance
entrance hall of Ballarín House or
the façade of Turmo House are fine
examples. Both Plan’s 17th century
defence tower (Cultural Interest Site)
and the church of Saint Esteban (17th
-18th century ) are interesting to visit.
Plan

After Llanos de Plandescún, the
course of the river narrows and
becomes
rugged,
flanked
by
impressive limestone rock faces. This
part is known as “La Inclusa” pass.

Sin

Posets Massif (3.375 m.)

Sin, Señes and Serveto are known
as “the commune” because they
joined efforts in the past in order
to strengthen their economies and
protect their interests. In Sin you
should visit its mill, its sawmill and its
12th-19th century church which keeps
“Tiburcio”, a 17th century mummy.
These villages, situated in the high
and sunny part of the valley, form part
of an ideal environment of pasture
and farmland.
One of the most beautiful sites in
Sobrarbe is “La Basa de la Mora”
(or Plan lake). According to legend,
a Moorish princess emerged from its
waters the magical night of San Juan.
You can reach the lake by following
the track that starts in Saravillo.

Did you know...
that coins (Ceccas of Gistaín)
were minted during the Visigoth
period?
Basa La Mora
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Basa La Mora
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View of La Fueva

La

Fueva

There are two municipalities in La
Fueva valley with more than twenty
hamlets belonging to them, spread
over the plain. Just before entering
La Fueva valley, two fortified houses,
declared a Cultural Interest Site,
in Arro can be seen from the main
road. Such typical houses, built in
the traditional Pyrenean way, give La
Fueva its mountain flavour.

Troncedo is an interesting village from
where the visitor can enjoy magnificent
panoramic views of all the valley. Its
church dates back to the 12th century
and the remains of a castle declared a
Cultural Interest Site to the 11th century

La Fueva, a wide valley, is located
to the south of Sierra Ferrera and
is very different from the other
valleys. La Fueva is bordered by
mountain ranges but it is flat land
ideal for farming. It is the biggest
plain in Sobrarbe.
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Morillo de Monclús

Troncedo

There are several notable buildings
in La Fueva. Casa Mur in Aluján
(Cultural Interest Site ) is an impressive
16th century aristocratic house with a
round tower and two rectangular ones.
San Juan and San Acisclo hermitage
(17th century) and several houses with
battlements can be seen in Humo de
Rañín. There is little left of the castle
in Morillo de Monclús but it is worth
visiting the church (12th -17th century).

Humo de Rañín

Tierrantona is at the upper end of the
valley and is where most services are
found. Among its interesting buildings
are La Asunción church (12th -16th
century) and The Doctor’s House, the
16th century.

The church of San Juan de Toledo
has been declared a Building of
Cultural Interest. It is an extraordinary
Lombard Romanesque building whose
inner walls are covered by colourful
paintings dated 1599.
Paintings in San Juan de Toledo
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Muro de Roda church

Church tower

Enclosure’s main door

Muro de Roda, a fortified village,
deserves special mention as it has
been declared a Cultural Interest Site.
This group of medieval dwellings, built
to defend its people and goods, forms
one of the most spectacular villages in
Huesca with vertiginous 360º views. It
can be reached from a track starting
in Tierrantona.

Bruis sanctuary
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This strategic location was the
choice of Sancho the Great (3rd) for
the building of a fort around 1017
during his Campaign to win back
Sobrarbe and Ribagorza. To this day
a considerable number of the area’s
defence structures can be seen from
this point.
The beautiful Romanesque church
of Santa María (12th century) is at one
end of Muro de Roda. It has a single
nave with three apses, a crypt and an
18th century turret. At the other end
of the enclosure is the much more
modest chapel of Saint Bárbara (17th
century), joined to the walls of the
village. San Bartolomé hermitage,
which is outside the walls, is the 11th
century building with a small cloister.
La Fueva’s people go on pilgrimage
to the Santuario de Bruis in Palo
every year on the 23rd of April and the
last Sunday in May. The sanctuary
consists of a church with an adjoining
dwelling which has a round tower. In
the church there is an image of the
Virgin which dates back to the 11th or
12th century.
Did you know...
that the consecration record of Muro
de Roda church dating back to the 12th
century was found in 1997?

La Fueva fields in spring
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culture

The carnival celebrations in Bielsa
and in the valley of Chistau come
from ancestral celebrations. In
Sobrarbe, dialects of Aragonese
like “Chistabín”, among others,
are still spoken. The “palotiau”
is a typical dance which can be
seen in many fiestas. There is an
important network of museums
and interpretation centres which
highlight the rich cultural heritage
of the area. This wealth can be
seen in the area’s art treasures,
its architecture, its history, its
traditions and its legends.

Ascaso sundial
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Exhibition Spaces

Museum of Beliefs and Popular Religiosity in the High Pyrenees. Abizanda.
Telephone: 974 300 372. Group reservation: 974 500 800 www.abizanda.net
Pyrenean House of Puppets and Popular Theatre, Abizanda. Permanent
puppet exhibition and a theatre where puppet shows are performed. 974 428 218.
www.lacasadelostiteres.com
Sobrarbe Museum of Paleontology. Lamata. A collection of fossils from the
Sobrarbe delta, some of which are unique and of great scientific interest.
649 683 498 fosilesdesobrarbe.blogspot.com
The Geopark Information Centre, in the Castle of Ainsa. It shows the 550 million
years of geological history of the Pyrenees. 974 500 614 www.geoparquepirineos.com
Visitors to Aínsa’s Eco Museum Centre. Ainsa. Dedicated to the Pyrenean fauna,
There is also a shelter for injured birds of prey unable to live in freedom.974 500 597.
www.quebrantahuesos.org
Museum of Arts and Traditional Trades, Aínsa. One of the most interesting
ethnographic collections in the Pyrenees. 974 311 877
Traditional Aragonese Pottery Museum, Morillo de Tou. One of the most important
Aragonese pottery collections, with craft from past potters which has already
disappeared. 974 500 793. www.morillodetou.com
Pedro Buil Mill in Paúles de Sarsa. Displays the mill’s original machinery and all the
exhibited pieces show the cereal cycle –from the harvest to taking the bread out of
the oven. 974 343 132.
Ethnological Museum, Bielsa. This museum records the events of “La Bolsa de
Bielsa” and Bielsa’s famous carnival, enabling you to know Bielsa’s character and
history. 974 501 000. www.bielsa.com/museo.
Mountain Lake Interpretation Center in Parzán. 975 501 000
Center of Interpretation of the Livestock of the Valley of Broto in Broto.
974 486 413 / 974 486 3 06
The Beating Mill of Lacort Fiscal. An extraordinary piece used exclusively in
Aragón, to soften textiles. 974 503 003. 659 636 864 (July and August).
Luis Pallaruelo Eco-Museum, Laspuña. It explains how rafts, known as
“nabatas”, are made. The eco-museum is complimented by an ethnobotanical path
(Puyarruego-Escalona). You can visit the Timber Museum and the Naturalistic Ways
network. 974 505 002 / 974 504 083. www.laspuna.es
Centre of Natural Life and Traditional Activities of Ceresa. It shows aspects of
a traditional way of life based on harmony and respect of nature. www.laspuna.es
Beekeeping Center Latorrecilla. 974 500 755 y 650 965 896 facebook.com/
misamigaslasabejas
Mosén Bruno Interpretation Center Saravillo. 656 008 899 www.mosenbruno.com
Ethnological Museum, San Juan de Plan. It shows San Juan’s rich cultural
heritage which gives this area its unique character. 974 506 052 y 974 506 294
Museum of Pyrenean Electricity, Lafortunada. It shows how electricity is produced
together with hydroelectric works in high mountain areas, with monumental pieces.
974 50 40 93 www.mupe.org
Museum of Witchcraft and Herbal Medicine, Tella. 974 50 51 31
Museum of the Cave Bear, Tella. 608 104 525 www.cuevadeloso.com
Torla Ethnological Museum. Shows a hundred pieces related to daily life, cattle
farming and high mountain timber exploitation. 974 486 152.
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Traditions
“The grasshoppers pilgrimage of Saint Victorián” is one the most interesting
in the borough. This exceptional rite, unique in Spain, is celebrated in Abizanda
on the closest Sunday to the 12th of January and predicts wine, oil and cereal
harvests depending on the grasshoppers’ colour on a white sheet.
Carnival is one of Sobrarbe’s most traditional fiestas. It has as many varieties as
villages that celebrate it. Although the fiestas have adapted to changing times,
some of them have been faithful to their rites and characters as is the case in
Bielsa, San Juan de Plan, Gistaín, Nerín or Torla.
The magical night of San Juan dates back to time immemorial in many of
Sobrarbe’s villages. It is worth seeing “La Falleta” (Well listed), tradition in San
Juan de Plan, where the neighbours walk in a long row down the mountainside
with lit torches.
La Morisma (Fiesta of Tourist Interest) comes from medieval theatre. It
commemorates the victory of the Christians over the Moslem troops. It is a
biannual celebration with more than 300 actors taking part in the performance
which re-enacts the village’s history in the Main Square.

“Los Trucos” is a fiesta celebrated on Saint Antón, (17th January) in Chistau
Valley. The villagers go from village to village sounding different kinds of bells.
The traditional dances are yet another element of Sobrarbe rich cultural heritage.
Thanks to oral tradition, there are folklore dance groups such as the “Palotiau in
Boltaña”, “Biello Sobrarbe” or “El Corro de las danzas y bailes de San Juan”.
There are people who still speak “Chistabín” (Chistau valley), “Belsetán” (Bielsa)
or “Fobano” (La Fueva valley) all of which are dialects of Aragonese.

Did you know...
There are three UNESCO recognised World heritage sites in Sobrarbe:
Pyrenees Monte Perdido, Cave art in the Mediterranean Arch (with more
than 20 examples) and the Falleta which has been declared a site of cultural
heritage for mankind.
www.turismosobrarbe.com/patrimoniomundial
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Lock of Saint John’s and Saint Paul’s hermitage (Tella)

Sobrarbe rafters used the River Cinca for centuries to transport timber to its
destination, which could be as far as Tortosa, where it was sold. This trade
disappeared in the 1950’s but it is revived every year with the Raft Descent
(Cultural Interest Site and Fiesta of Tourist Interest) between Laspuña and
Aínsa ( 3rd Sunday in May).
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sports
Because
of
its
landscape,
Sobrarbe is ideal for practicing
a great number of sports
throughout the year, especially
outdoor sports practiced in
nature. Sobrarbe is considered a
paradise for practicing adventure
sports.

Mountain
Sobrarbe covers a good part of the High
Pyrenees. The north of Sobrarbe has
many valleys surrounded by one peak after
another, some of which are the highest in the
Pyrenees. There are limitless possibilities to
practice climbing and hiking, with a great
number of routes and itineraries of different
levels of difficulty, ranging from 3,000 metre
high winter ascents to relaxed walks through
green fields.
All kinds of skiing can be practiced in the
winter: cross mountain skiing in Fanlo
and Pineta; Alpine skiing in several
neighbouring ski resorts like Piau 25 minutes
from Bielsa and cross mountain skiing
treks in a great number of mountains. A
more relaxed option is walking on snow
rackets.
There are many rock climbing options,
with equipped climbing schools in Bielsa,
Bujaruelo, Ligüerre de Cinca, Plan, Torla and
Las Devotas. The most classical choice is to
climb in Ordesa, Sin, Bujaruelo or Marboré.
In cold, dry winters there are many waterfalls
which freeze and can be climbed.
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Water
There are all kinds of water canyons in
Sobrarbe because of its orogeny and the
geological composition of its valleys.
White water rafting, hidrospeeding
and kayaking, which have become very
popular, can be practiced in the rivers.
The Cinca River is a calm river, ideal
for beginners whereas the Ara River
demands more expertise. The Cinqueta
and Barrosa Rivers have ideal stretches for
kayak lovers. If you want a more relaxing
activity,boating can be practiced in the
reservoirs.

…and more
Sobrarbe has a network of signalled paths (GR and PR), many of which are ideal
for cycling along. Sobrarbe’s excellent path network with more than 1,000
km marked out enables the visitor to reach the most hidden beauty spots in the
area. The hiker can walk along easy paths or steep and challenging ones across
spectacular landscape. Sobrarbe also has 30 Geo-routes which can be done
on foot with information along the way allowing you to understand the landscapes
you’re walking through and grasp Sobrabe’s geological history.
You can also get to know the area by riding a M.T.B with signed tracks according to
the degree of difficulty, unique in Spain and 13 of them are interpreted geologically.
The second longest underground gallery in the world (Fuentes de Escuaín) and
Europe’s highest system (Punta de las Olas) is to be found among the many
underground abysms of Monte Perdido. Thus, Sobrarbe is one of the world’s most
privileged areas to practice speleology.
Lovers of hunting and fishing can find exceptional places in this area to practice
their hobbies.
You can also enjoy Sobrarbe’s charm by riding through.
Did you know...
that the system of Fuentes de Escuaín is 1,150 metres deep and 10,790 metres
long?
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